Stanislav Abrahám / selected works

Stanislav Abrahám entered the field of audiovisual art through original
focus on sound design. His profile was later settled on terms audiovisual
performer and sound artist. As a sound designer works in collaborative
projects in the field of theater productions and dance, as an independent
audiovisual artist realizes installations in galleries, radio-art
compositions or conceptual work with sound in public space. Ephemerality of
audio media then replaces personal involvement or humor in performance or
work with objects and concepts in the installation. He also deals with the
programming of interactive audiovisual installations. His main interests
include the relation between man and new media, particularly
telecommunications, recording media and the phenomenon of "disembodied
voice". Professionally devoted to studio production work, doing recording
and postproduction in audiovisual works.

Untitled (2007) - video 2min 50sec - https://vimeo.com/8586016

I'm not looking at you. You're looking at me. (The Economy of Attention)(2011)
- online video - http://vimeo.com/18438383

L+R= (2011) – multichannel sound installation – headphones, Arduino

Tubes and Bubbles (2011) – sound installation – collaboration with object installation
by Veronika Resslová

The End of Youtube (2011) – online video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHEfiOsgAoY

sound design for Luminous Flux (2011) – video mapping in public space - Liverpool
collaboration with The Macula group
http://themacula.com/index.php?/projection/luminous-flux/

member of Mikroloops group - Mikroloops is a/v event, live cinema, noise-ambient,
improvisation, 16mm screening, optical toys, diy instruments, stroboscopic imagery,
sound engeneering, realtime sampling, open-ended performance. (2007 - 2010)
http://www.myspace.com/mikroloops
http://blazicek.net/?p=19

ACUO (2011) – sound design for multichannel sound environment
http://www.acuo.cz/about-project.html
Acuo is an interactive audio-visual installation for public spaces. Acuo resembles a cosmic module
which has landed in the city to observe the affairs around. Acuo sees and hears in a way different
from ours. It scans the world with six microphones and three cameras; then it transmits the
environment thus captured to the inside, to emit a spatial audio experience and to screen it through
a LED system onto all of its inner walls. At the same time, Acuo transmits the sound around it
through a terrestrial FM radio signal and streams both audio and video online to its acuo.cz base.

POMLKA / PAUSE (2012)- multichannel sound installation
Based on recording of Alexander Dubcek's (prime minister) radio speech after returning from Moscow on
the 27th August 1968. He had to talk to the nation about new “friendship” with Soviet union. The
sound track is transformed into a multi-channel audio installation that accentuates the dramatic
moments in which spokesman under pressure of events, is unable to speak. In six discrete audio
channels, repeat the loops, consisting of long, dramatic pauses in Dubcek's speech. In longer loop
repeat Dubcek's exuse for his momentary inability to talk. Installation is inspired by the book of
Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being, in which writer describes his feelings during
listening Dubcek's radio speech.

CIRCLE IS NOT LINE (2012) – online performance / video installation
video documentation http://vimeo.com/45731362
Only white squares of size 400x400 pixels I posted on my Facebook profile during period of two
months. I have done it with the predetermined plan. These white squares were to become part of a
video installation in the gallery. Meaning of white squares remained unexplained to other network
participants until the opening of the exhibition. that I cleaned Timeline environment on my Facebook
profile from previous posts before starting the performance. Then I filled Timeline only with the
images without specific content. Each white square is an imaginary movie frame. I had during the
installation With help of the computer code I animated scrolling of Timeline view in browser to
spontaneous circulation in a loop. Line became a circle.

DIAGRAMMA (2013) – projection, objects, turntables
Spatial audiovisual installation comprised of three projection screens, three kinetic objects in the
form of turntables and multi-channel audio system. Through the transformation of text by mechanical
movement of text on cylinder in front of the viewer's eyes and lenses of camcorders, I'm trying to
outline a broader context of the relationship between spoken, written and printed word, visual coding
and decoding language. Reduce typographic text on mere visual potential, manifested in the form of an
ornament.

